Highest-rated, highly requested language-learning

Mango combines advanced technology with our proven language-learning methodology, Intuitive Language Construction. Our courses deliver phrases from real-life situations that get you conversational quickly. Users in the App Store and on Google Play rate Mango more highly than any other language-learning app.*

Methodology

Expert linguists and native-speaking instructors craft each course, and ensure every lesson is culturally accurate and conversationally relevant. We take users on a journey into a world of over 70 language courses and more than 20 ESL courses. We keep it exciting along the way.

The Mango Review System uses intelligent algorithms to provide learners with a personalized review experience that adapts to their progress and learning behaviors.

Listening & Reading Activities build on vocabulary and learning progress by presenting written passages, audio segments, and comprehension questions that challenge learners with both familiarized and new course content.

An accessible, all-in-one course selection interface reveals learner progress in real time and enables learners to browse relevant language courses, motivating users to engage in various modes of learning and review.
Critical-thinking and memory-building exercises enable the learner to effectively retain learned material.

Language-specific grammar and cultural insights are provided to ground the learner in language and culture.

Understood & Literal meanings and Semantic Color Mapping reveals the relationship between the learner’s target language and native language.

Interactive words present phonetic prompts and articulated audio, plus the Voice Comparison feature provides the ability to record and compare speech with native-speaker audio.

How It Works

Intuitive Language Construction builds the four conversational skills necessary to achieve true language skills: vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and culture.

Additional features

- **Mango Classroom**
  Award-winning classroom functionality that complements teacher instruction and promotes student confidence, encourages participation, and keeps progress transparent.

- **Mango Live**
  Virtual one-on-one and group instruction from qualified language experts around the world, accommodating busy schedules and personalized to learner goals.

- **Mango Administration Portal (MAP)**
  Real-time data dashboard for keeping track of usage statistics.

- **Family Profiles**
  Learners can add up to five usernames and track progress separately for each sub-profile.

- **Assessments & Recaps** *Recaps formerly Chapter Reviews
  Chapter Recaps, quizzes, and unit tests are available throughout courses to help learners review and retain content.

- **Mango Movies™ formerly Mango Premiere**
  A selection of world films provide a breakdown of each line of dialogue and apply the same learning cues as the language courses.

- **Mango Market**
  Exclusive to our customer accounts, Mango Market offers promotional items that are easy to order and ship directly to your organization.

- **Customer Service**
  Real-life humans are on standby to answer questions, troubleshoot, and collect feedback.

- **Mobile Apps**
  Equipped with Bluetooth integration and auto play features. Offline learning provides the ability to pre-download lessons, enabling access during limited or no connectivity.

Interested in learning more about Mango Languages?

Go to mangolanguages.com/moreinfo to request a personal introduction to Mango’s learning capabilities, built to help your organization.

Transform the way your organization connects with the world.
Language is an Adventure.

*Based on customer ratings of 4.8 stars in App Store and 4.7 stars on Google Play. Compared to the leading language-learning app brands. As of 12/10/20. The information provided is for general informational purposes only. All information herein is provided in good-faith, however Mango makes no promise or guarantee as to the outcome from the use of its products and services.